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Abstract: The large-scale integration of variable renewable energy sources into the energy system
presents techno–economic challenges. Long–term energy system optimization models fail to ade-
quately capture these challenges because of the low temporal resolution of these tools. This limitation
has often been addressed either by direct improvements within the long–term models or by coupling
them to higher resolution power system models. In this study, a combined approach is proposed to
capitalize on the advantages and overcome the disadvantages of both methods. First, the temporal
resolution of an energy model was enhanced by approximating the joint probability of the electricity
load and the supply of intermittent sources. Second, the projected electricity mix was simulated by a
power model at an hourly resolution. This framework was used to analyze mid–century deep decar-
bonization trajectories for Colombia, subject to future uncertainties of hydroclimatic variability and
the development of the bioeconomy. The direct integration method is found to consistently reduce
the overestimation of the feasible penetration of VRES. However, its impact is marginal because of
its inability to assess the short–term operation of the power system in detail. When combined with
the soft–linking method, the reliable operation of the power system is shown to incur an additional
overhead of 12–17% investment in flexible generation capacity, 2–5% of the annual energy system
cost, and a 15–27% shortfall in achieving the aspired GHG mitigation target. The results obtained by
combining both methods are found to be closer to the global optimum solution than using either of
these methods individually.

Keywords: energy system optimization model (ESOM); variable renewable energy sources (VRES);
temporal resolution; power system simulation; biomass; hydroclimatic variability; Colombia

1. Introduction

The transition towards a low-carbon supply of electricity is a key cost-effective measure
to stabilize the concentration of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere [1]. Solar and
wind power are projected to make an increasing contribution to the supply of low-carbon
electricity throughout the 21st century [2]. However, the intermittency and limited pre-
dictability of these variable renewable energy sources (VRES) pose technical and economic
challenges to their large-scale integration into the energy system [3]. These challenges
have often been insufficiently captured by long-term planning models because of the low
temporal, spatial, and technical resolution of these tools. Conversely, dedicated power
system models can simulate the operation of the power system at high resolutions, although
they often disregard the long-term evolution of the system or its interaction with other
energy sectors [4].

State of the art approaches to address the challenges associated with the large-scale
penetration of VRES in long-term planning models include direct integration methods,
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that is, improving the representation of VRES integration in these models, and soft-linking
them to power system models [5]. Soft-linking methods are either uni- or bi-directional.
Uni-directional methods verify the robustness of the results of the long-term planning
models by simulating these results in power system models. However, they do not enhance
the optimality of the solution. Bi-directional methods with iterative linking can address this
shortfall, although it is a complex procedure and its convergence towards optimality is not
guaranteed. Direct integration techniques in long-term planning models allow for increased
optimality without the need for iterations. However, they fail to assess the short-term
reliability of the power system operation. While the differences between these methods
have been discussed in reviews, little research has been done to compare them for the same
case study [4].

Combining direct integration and soft-linking methods could overcome the limitations
of each and assess their convergence towards optimality. To demonstrate this approach,
Colombia was identified as a case study, where the role of VRES is likely to be influenced
by the development of hydropower and bioenergy, which can be variable and uncertain.

Case Study

Colombia exhibits a low carbon intensity of electricity production [6] because of the
high share of hydropower in the capacity mix (approximately 70%) [7]. The predominance
of hydro exposes the power system to the impacts of hydroclimatic variability. These
impacts include long-term alterations in mean-state rainfall induced by climate change [8]
and extreme events of drought and flood driven by El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [9].
Dealing with El Niño episodes has been shown to augment the use of reserve coal and
natural gas capacity, causing spikes in spot electricity prices [10] and increased carbon
intensity of electricity [11].

Global circulation models (GCMs) of the 21st century climate have not agreed on the
direction or magnitude of impact in the case of Colombia for the steady long-term supply
of hydropower [12] or for the frequency and amplitude of extreme ENSO anomalies [13].
Medium estimates of the mean impact across various GCM scenarios are projected to
be a 2–4% net loss of hydropower by the end of the century [14], whereas severely dry
conditions could lead to a 13–15% loss by mid-century [15].

Without sustained measures to contain Colombia’s GHG emissions, and given the
abundance of coal reserves [16] and the expected demand growth, fossil fuels are projected
to be the main substitute for hydropower [17,18]. In terms of policy, the government has
recently increased the ambition of its nationally determined contribution (NDC) to the Paris
Climate Agreement, with the aim of curbing 51% of the total projected baseline emissions
by 2030 [19]. Finding a balance between climate change mitigation and energy security
will require diversification of the energy mix towards the development of low carbon
alternatives to hydropower [20].

The prospects of a mid-century deep decarbonization of the Colombian energy system
have been explored by two families of models. The first includes top-down computational
general equilibrium (CGE) models (MEG4C and Phoenix) and integrated assessment
models (IAMs), whereby Colombia is represented as a separate region (GCAM and TIAM–
ECN) [15,17,18]. These tools could effectively capture system-wide feedbacks of the global
economy, including the influence of climate policies beyond national borders, the role of
international trade of agricultural and fossil fuel commodities, and the dynamics between
energy and land use [18]. However, the coarse temporal and technical resolution of these
tools limits their capacity to address the complex role of biomass [21–23].

The second family comprises bottom up energy system optimization models (ESOMs).
Younis et al. [24] developed a detailed representation of biomass value chains for the
Colombian energy system, including advanced biorefinery, bioenergy combined with
carbon capture and storage (BECCS), and (bio)chemicals options. This framework is
referred to as TIMES–CO–BBE (an offspring of MARKAL Colombia [25,26]). While this
model can address the role of biomass better than CGE models and IAMs, it has not
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considered the impact of hydroclimatic variability on Colombia’s energy planning, which
Arango–Aramburo et al. [15] found to be non-trivial. Moreover, the temporal, technical,
and spatial granularity of both model families is insufficient in addressing the systemic
integration of VRES [27,28].

These limitations have been partially addressed by using dedicated power system
models of high temporal and/or spatial resolution, such as EnergyPLAN [29] and IRENA
FlexTool [30]. These studies evaluated the operational flexibility of the power system by
2030 subject to the high penetration of VRES and in the case of an extreme El Niño drought
event. However, these tools relied on exogenous projections of power capacity and demand
and ignored the dynamic interaction between the power sector and other energy demand
sectors, for example, for electric mobility.

By soft-linking an ESOM to a dedicated power model, Lap et al. [31] analyzed deep
decarbonization trajectories for Brazil by 2050, considering the variability of hydro and
biomass resources and the dynamic demand for electric mobility. They found that the
ESOM underestimated the capacity investment needed for reliable operation of the system
by an average of 7%.

In this study, a combined approach using direct integration and soft-linking methods
to analyze the large-scale integration of VRES is demonstrated. First, through the direct
integration in an ESOM, the use of conventional stylized time slices is compared with an
alternative enhanced stylization to approximate the joint probability of electricity load and
VRES supply. Second, a power model is used to simulate the operation of the capacity
profile determined by the ESOM at an hourly resolution. Accordingly, the mismatch in
the capacity requirement to guarantee a reliable system operation is estimated. Finally, the
implications on the cost and emissions of the energy system are quantified. This approach is
applied to mid-century deep decarbonization trajectories of the Colombian energy system.
Scenarios reflecting uncertainties of hydroclimatic variability and the availability of biomass
for advanced applications of the bioeconomy are analyzed.

2. Methods and Data

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the methodological setup of this analysis, which is
divided into three main parts.

The middle part represents the core of the modelling framework, namely the ESOM
and power model involved in the analysis. Section 2.1 describes the underlying methods,
input data, and assumptions of these models.

A special type of input data is the electricity supply and demand patterns (Figure 1,
upper part). Section 2.2 addresses the analysis and profiling of spatio–temporal patterns for
intermittent VRES supply (solar and wind) and electricity demand and their aggregation
into stylized time slices by using a conventional and a direct integration method. It also
addresses the respective baseline patterns for hydropower supply and future scenarios for
hydroclimatic variability.

Finally, the lower part of Figure 1 introduces the steps applied to perform a mismatch
analysis in a given scenario and the type of output indicators. Section 2.3 describes in detail
the modeling steps and the organization of the scenario analysis.

2.1. Energy and Power Models

The ESOM and power system models used in this analysis are TIMES–CO–BBE and
PowerPlan Colombia, respectively (Table 1). Their main features are further described in
Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the modeling framework, adapted from Lap et al. [31].
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Table 1. Main differences between the energy system and power system models used in the analysis.

TIMES–CO–BBE PowerPlan Colombia

Underlying method Techno–economic optimization (cost
minimization)

Simulation, user defined dispatch per
type of technology a

Sector coverage Power, fuels, heat, and chemicals Power

Time horizon 2015–2050 2050 b

Temporal resolution

• Hydropower supply Seasonal (Quarterly) c Monthly

• Wind and solar Stylized time slices d Hourly

• Electricity demand Stylized time slices d Hourly

Spatial resolution

• Hydropower e Two hydrological regions Five hydrological zones

• Wind and solar f Four resource potential categories

• Energy demand National (single node)

Technical resolution g Low Intermediate

Main relevant inputs h

• Techno–economic parameters
• Energy services demand
• Cost supply potential of resources

and fuels
• Emission mitigation target
• Carbon storage potential

• Techno-economic parameters
• Fuel costs
• Dispatch order

Main relevant outputs

• Capacity expansion per type of
technology

• Projected power production per
type of technology

• Projected power production at high
temporal resolution

• Loss of load probability (LOLP),
expected unserved energy, and
curtailment of VRES supply

• Additional flexible generation
capacity requirement for a reliable
power supply i

a PowerPlan can simulate the dispatch of power plants either in a marginal cost-based merit order or a user-
defined order. The latter approach was selected, as explained in Section 2.1.2. b PowerPlan can simulate the
long-term supply and demand of electricity in annual time steps, whether in single runs or interactively. The focus
is on the end of the time horizon, where the largest penetration of VRES into the power grid is expected, in line
with the aim of this research. c For TIMES–CO–BBE, monthly hydropower production patterns from large-scale
reservoirs are aggregated to quarters, following the seasonal division of the TIMES–Starter toolkit [32]. While
this division resembles the four seasons in temperate climates (fall, spring, summer, and winter), it sufficiently
captures the hydrological dynamics in the Colombian tropical climate, during the dry and rainy seasons. d The
definition and application of stylized time slices is explained in detail in Section 2.2.1. e In PowerPlan Colombia,
hydropower patterns distinguish between five hydrological zones as defined by the Colombian transmission
system operator (XM) [33]. In TIMES–CO–BBE, these zones are aggregated into two regions. For more details,
see Section 2.2.2. f The resource categories in this analysis distinguish between locations of very high, high,
intermediate, and low resource potential, for solar PV and on shore wind power. For more details see Section 2.2.1.
g The techno–economic parameters in TIMES–CO–BBE, such as investment and operational costs, nominal
efficiencies, and lifetime, are represented per type of technology. In PowerPlan, parameters such as the efficiency,
lifetime, and the dispatch order within a type of technology are defined at the power plant level. Both models
lack a detailed representation of load following constraints or cycling costs, which are often represented in
high technical detail operational power system models (e.g., unit commitment models) [3]. h The main input
parameters to TIMES–CO–BBE are based on Younis et al. [24] (see the datasets in Supplementary S1 [34,35]). For
consistency, the input data to both models are harmonized. Few adaptations were introduced for the purpose of
this study. The stylized time slices have been adjusted to allow for comparison between alternative time slicing
systems. Moreover, Younis et al. [24] used exogenous grid penetration constraints for VRES based on power
system studies in the literature [29,30]. These constraints are disregarded in this analysis because the system
integration of VRES is explicitly addressed. i The additional flexible generation capacity requirement is an output
of an iterative mismatch analysis of system reliability, as shown in Figure 1 and explained in Section 2.3.
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2.1.1. TIMES–CO–BBE Energy System Optimization Model

MARKAL–TIMES computes least cost pathways of investment in resources and con-
version technologies to meet the total energy demand (TIMES–CO–BBE covers power,
fuels, heat, and chemicals) subject to system constraints [36]. The demand is determined
by exogenous socio-economic drivers of energy services, for example, lighting, cooking,
heating/cooling, and machine drive in four main sectors, namely, commercial and oth-
ers, industrial, residential, and transport and also the demand for base chemicals, edible
sugars, and oils, which are relevant for the bioeconomy. The main constraints include
techno-economic learning rates and operational limits of technologies, the availability and
cost of resource extraction and/or trade, emission mitigation target, and the subsurface
storage potential of carbon dioxide [24] (see Supplementary S1).

The model was calibrated to the national energy balance in 2015 with a time horizon
until 2050 in steps of five-year periods. Future uncertainties of technological learning
and demand were represented by three projections following the Shared Socioeconomic
Pathways SSP1–3 scenario analysis framework [37]. Climate change mitigation policies
were analyzed in the model by means of emission caps which are based on Colombia’s
NDC 2030 pledges to the Paris Agreement, and further extrapolated to 2050 [38]. The
demand for electricity was endogenously determined by the demand for energy services.
In this way, electricity could compete with other energy carriers, such as biomass, fossil
fuels, and hydrogen. More details of the model are published elsewhere [24].

A key advantage of TIMES–CO–BBE is its comprehensive representation of biomass
value chains in the energy system. Mid-century decarbonization studies have drawn
divergent conclusions on the role of bioenergy in Colombia [15,17]. One of the critical
factors governing this role is the availability of land for the sustainable production of
dedicated energy crops [18]. To capture this dynamic, the model included a simplified
land use module with possibilities to valorize sugar, oil, and lignocellulosic crops, next to
agricultural and forestry residues, and animal manure.

Through this module, two scenarios of land use policy were formulated, covering a
wide spectrum of biomass resource availability. The BioLo scenario was based on the con-
tinuation of current land use patterns, where scant land can be available for the sustainable
production of bioenergy crops. The BioHi scenario was based on the ambitious upscaling of
sustainable intensification of agricultural and livestock practices, for example, agroforestry
systems, which could enhance land availability for biomass [39]. These scenarios were com-
pared by Younis et al. [24] without addressing the system integration challenges of VRES or
the impact of hydroclimatic variability. In the present study, these factors were considered.

2.1.2. PowerPlan Power System Simulation Model

PowerPlan is an interactive bottom up simulation tool that explores the centralized
planning of the power system [40,41]. In annual steps, it simulates the supply and demand
of electricity, based on exogenous projections of capacity expansion, electricity demand,
techno-economic parameters of power plants, and fuel costs [42,43]. The temporal res-
olution of the tool is hourly for electricity demand and VRES supply, and monthly for
hydropower inflows, where the dynamic role of energy storage, whether in hydropower
reservoirs or other types, can be explored [44,45]. Accordingly, the model can indicate
the reliability of the power system by the loss of load probability (LOLP) and expected
unserved energy, as well as the curtailment of VRES supply [31,46].

Compared to operational optimization dispatch power system models, PowerPlan
lacks a detailed representation of load following constraints or cycling costs [3]. However,
an advantage of PowerPlan is its capacity to simulate the electricity mix projected by ESOMs
as is, and hence provide a reference to quantify the reliability of the system and assess the
adequacy of direct integration modelling approaches. Unlike standard ESOMs, PowerPlan
provides high technical detail by specifying the efficiency, retirement, and dispatch profiles
at the power plant level, rather than the type of technology level. Other considerations for
the selection of PowerPlan model include our access to the source code and capacity to
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adjust the model, particularly for an existing version of the PowerPlan model for Colom-
bia [47]. Lap et al. [31] demonstrated the value of soft-linking PowerPlan to TIMES for the
case of Brazil. We built on this method by combining it with direct integration.

PowerPlan Colombia was calibrated to the Colombian power system in 2014 [47]
and harmonized with input data to TIMES–CO–BBE (Supplementary S1). While taking
inflexible and must run technologies into account, the simulation of power plants dispatch
can follow a merit order mode based on marginal cost, or a user-defined order mode [46].
The user-defined mode can help to evaluate alternative operational strategies, for example,
the trade-offs between operating hydropower as a base load to minimize (biomass) fuel
consumption versus biomass as a base load to enhance the capacity of hydropower reservoir
storage to regulate the intermittency of VRES.

2.2. Pattern Analysis and Spatio-Temporal Aggregation

In this section, the analysis, parametrization, and spatio–temporal aggregation of
patterns are addressed for the load and VRES supply (Section 2.2.1) and for hydroclimatic
variability scenarios (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1. VRE Supply and Load Patterns-Time Slicing Approaches

Currently, VRES constitute less than 1% of the installed power generation capacity
in Colombia [48]. For future expansion, four representative locations of very high, high,
intermediate, and low resource potential categories were selected based on the solar and
wind atlases [49,50]. At the respective coordinates, hourly simulated solar PV and wind
power production patterns were retrieved from the Renewables Ninja database, using the
MERRA-2 global dataset from 2014 [51,52]. For electricity demand, the hourly load in 2015
was retrieved from XM [53]. For more details, see the supplementary material in [24].

For the temporal resolution, the VRES supply and electricity load were directly fed into
PowerPlan in a normalized hourly form. By contrast, these patterns need to be aggregated
to a suitable scale for an ESOM to manipulate. In TIMES, the energy system planning
horizon is divided into periods, represented by milestone years. Each milestone year
comprises a set of stylized time slices, defined at up to four nested levels [36].

In this analysis, two time-slicing approaches were investigated (Figure 2 and Sup-
plementary S2). The first was a conventional approach (D12) based on a TIMES–Starter
load calibration tool [32], where the annual load is divided into 12 stylized time slices,
nested as four seasons and three daily patterns (day, night, and peak load). Although
this low temporal resolution can reasonably approximate the load duration curve (LDC)
because of the strong regularity of the load profile, this does not hold true for the duration
curve of intermittent VRES supply, and does not, therefore, hold true for the residual
load duration curve (RLDC) (The LDC is derived by sorting the time series of electricity
demand in descending order. The RLDC is derived by subtracting the VRES time series
from the load time series, which demonstrates the part of the load that cannot directly be
met by VRES [54]) either. The approximation error of RLDC tends to increase with the
penetration level of VRES in the system and consequently, this conventional approach often
overestimates the capacity credit of VRES supply and underestimates the need for flexible
generation capacity [55].

Few direct integration methods have been proposed to enhance the temporal represen-
tation of VRES integration in ESOMs [5]. In the present study, an alternative approach (V36)
was used based on introducing a time slice level that approximates the joint probability
distribution of the load and VRES generation [4]. Three VRES supply levels (high, inter-
mediate, and low) were defined for each of the 12 load time slices, thereby representing
VRES at 36 time slices [56] (Figure 2). Compared to other direct integration techniques,
Poncelet et al. [55] found this approach to effectively reduce the approximation error of
RLDC at high penetration of VRES in the system, with reasonable ease of implementation
and manageable computational complexity. The main limitation of this method is that it
alters the chronology of supply and demand, which limits the capacity of the ESOM to
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assess the impact of the short-term dynamics of VRES and the corresponding potential of
flexibility options such as energy storage or demand side management [4]. This limitation
was addressed by assessing these short–term dynamics via a dedicated power model.
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2.2.2. Hydropower Scenarios

Currently, 23 hydropower reservoirs are operating in Colombia, with a total installed
capacity and technical useful volume exceeding 10 GW and 17 TWh, respectively [48,57].
These reservoirs are connected to a complex hydrological system comprising 34 rivers
and multiple reservoir cascades [58]. The Colombian transmission system operator (XM)
classifies these reservoirs into five hydrological zones (Antioquia, Caribe, Centro, Oriente,
and Valle) [33] (Figure 3 and Supplementary S3).

Here, the impact of hydroclimatic variability on Colombia’s energy system was mod-
eled in two steps. First, a baseline scenario was constructed based on an analysis of historical
data. Second, future scenarios depicting hydroclimatic variability were formulated in re-
lation to the baseline. For both steps, the corresponding patterns were parametrized and
scaled to a spatio-temporal resolution that was suitable for each model.

For the baseline scenario, historical datasets were selected according to the following
criteria: (a) hydropower data should be reported in energy terms per reservoir as opposed
to per river because reporting per river would require a detailed hydrological analysis
beyond the scope of this study, and (b) the dataset should be representative of historical
mean conditions.

For criterion (a), the Colombian Electricity Information System (SIEL) database of
UPME was used [59]. Datasets for relevant indicators were retrieved, namely, the inflows,
generated electricity, and net effective capacity per reservoir, at a monthly resolution for
the last five years.

For criterion (b) the national level monthly inflows during the last 20 years compared
to the respective historical average, as reported by XM [60] was analyzed. Accordingly, the
2018 hydrological year (note that the hydrological year 2018 refers to the period between
October 2017 and September 2018 [61]) was identified as a representative of historical mean
conditions, and the 2016 hydrological year was a proxy for a strong El Niño drought event
(Supplementary S3).

For the midcentury impact of hydroclimatic variability, two scenarios, based on GCMs
of temperature and precipitation projections, namely, CESM1–BGC (a median projection
for Colombia) and CNRM–CM5 (a dry projection), were considered (Figure 4). Arango–
Aramburo et al. [15] used these scenarios to force a global hydrological model to generate
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run-off and estimated the net change in hydropower production compared to baseline
conditions. While reference [15] considered two Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) scenarios (4.5 and 8.5), here we only focused on the case where efforts are exerted to
stabilize radiative forcing at 4.5 W/m2. This case is more in line with the high penetration
of VRES in the energy system, and therefore, is more consistent with the aim of this study.

For parametrization, the generation of hydropower in TIMES–CO–BBE was repre-
sented by static load factors, which determined the electricity generation as a fraction of the
installed capacity. In contrast, PowerPlan takes the monthly inflows and the technical useful
volumes of the reservoirs as inputs. Therefore, the storage and dispatch of hydropower can
dynamically balance the supply and demand of electricity.

For the temporal resolution, TIMES–CO–BBE traces the generation of hydropower
per season (quarterly) and conversely, PowerPlan simulates the inflows to the reservoirs
in monthly time steps. For the spatial resolution, the inflows per reservoir in PowerPlan
were spatially aggregated into six patterns that covered all five hydrological zones defined
by XM. In TIMES–CO–BBE, these hydrological zones were grouped into a Western region
(Antioquia, Centro, and Valle zones), and an Eastern region (Caribe and Oriente zones). The
spatial aggregation of inflows/generation in a certain zone was implemented by summing
the corresponding base year data of all reservoirs in this zone and calculating the respec-
tive normalized inflows/capacity factors for PowerPlan/TIMES–CO–BBE, respectively
(Supplementary S3). It was assumed that future capacity expansion within a hydrological
region would follow the same patterns as existing hydropower plants in that region.
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Finally, future scenarios of hydroclimatic variability were retrieved in steps of five
years and scaled down for TIMES–CO–BBE to seasonal time resolution and from a national
to a regional level. A net loss of hydropower in a certain year was assumed to be equally
distributed between the seasons and similarly, between the Eastern and Western regions
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Effective capacity factor of hydropower as represented in TIMES-CO-BBE, for the baseline
conditions and median (CESM1_BGC) and dry (CNRM_CM5) hydroclimatic variability scenarios.
For illustrative purposes, this figure represents a national level aggregation of eastern and western
hydrological regions, as defined in this study.

2.3. Modeling Steps and Scenario Analysis

In this analysis the selected direct integration approach (Poncelet et al. [55]; de
Wolf [56]) and the soft-linking approach (Lap et al. [31]) were combined through the
following steps (Figure 5).

Step 1: Long-term energy system optimization—the direct integration approach

Each scenario was initially implemented in the long-term planning energy system
model to determine least cost pathways for the energy system at large. The scope of this
analysis was on scenarios representing the SSP1 narrative, as described by Younis et al. [24],
because they depict a socio–economic context that can enable steep learning curves of low
carbon technologies and a rapid transition towards a low carbon economy.

The output of this step comprised the projected capacity expansion per type of power
technology and the corresponding electricity generation mix. Moreover, the cost and
emissions of the energy system were relevant inputs for Step 4. The focus was on the end of
the time horizon, that is, mid–century projections, as an input to the power system model.

The main scenario variables considered were biomass availability and hydroclimatic
variability. These were represented by two biomass cases (high and low potential) and three
hydroclimatic scenarios (baseline, median, and dry). To apply the direct integration method,
the combinations of these scenario variables were processed using the conventional D12
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and the alternative V36 time slicing approaches. Consequently, 12 main scenarios were
generated by TIMES–CO–BBE model. For a sensitivity analysis, another set of scenarios
was investigated considering a limited expansion potential of hydropower.

Step 2: Mid-century power system simulation—the soft-linking approach

The capacity expansion profiles obtained from the previous step were simulated in
PowerPlan Colombia to analyze the dynamic dispatch at a high spatio–temporal resolution.
The normalized hourly load factor was scaled to the installed capacity obtained by Step 1.
The base year normalized hourly electricity demand was upscaled to the projected annual
demand by 2050, assuming no interannual change in the pattern shape.

Each input scenario to PowerPlan was primarily simulated considering a dispatch
order with hydropower as a base load, and biomass as a base load was briefly considered in
a sensitivity analysis. Notably, the hydroclimatic scenarios from Step 1 depicted long-term
alterations in mean-state rainfall induced by climate change. In PowerPlan, additional
scenarios were simulated to evaluate the robustness of the capacity profiles from Step 1 in
response to extreme El Niño drought anomalies. On a national level, the annual inflows of
the simulated ENSO episode were approximately 30% less than the corresponding reference
mean-state patterns.

The main outputs of this step included the electricity generation mix and the system
reliability, quantified by the loss of load probability (LOLP). The LOLP was calculated
at each hour by subtracting the total electricity generation of all power plants from the
corresponding demand, where negative values indicated a loss of load. These values were
summed up to the annual level.

Step 3: Mismatch analysis—aligning power system reliability

In this step, the mismatch in system reliability for the scenarios simulated in Step 2
were addressed, particularly the main scenarios with hydropower as a base load, and the
corresponding capacity-mixes subject to El Niño anomalies.

The mismatch analysis was conducted by aligning the LOLP of the scenarios simulated
in Step 2 to a unified reliability target, which was set at ≤3 days per 10 years as a common
range for present day industrialized economies. When the LOLP was >3, the power
system was perceived as not being sufficiently reliable. The alignment was performed by
introducing additional flexible power generation capacity of natural gas combined cycle
power plants to fill the reliability gap. The additional capacity was iteratively simulated in
steps of 250 MW, until the LOLP target was reached.

Step 4: Technical, economic, and environmental impact

In this step, the results of the mismatch analysis were compared in relation to technical,
economic, and environmental indicators. The main technical indicators included the capac-
ity and electricity generation profiles and the additional flexible generation requirement.

The economic impact was quantified based on the total annual cost of the energy sys-
tem by 2050, projected by TIMES–CO–BBE, and any additional costs incurred by additional
capacity in PowerPlan Colombia. These costs included annualized capital expenditure
(CAPEX), operational expenditure (OPEX), and the cost of fuel.

Similarly, the environmental impact was quantified by the CO2 emissions of the energy
system and net changes incurred by the power simulation model for the mismatch analysis.
For the scope of this analysis, the CO2 emissions were calculated based on Tier 2 emission
factors of fuel combustion, following the guidelines of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPPC) [62].
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3. Results
3.1. Least-Cost Capacity Expansion—The Direct Integration Approach

Figure 6 presents the mid-century projections of installed capacity and generated
electricity, subject to low and high cases of biomass availability and baseline, median, and
dry hydroclimatic scenarios. These least-cost projections are derived by the TIMES-CO-BBE
model, using a standard (D12) and an alternative VRES time slice approach (V36).

The influence of biomass availability is significant, as the power capacity and gen-
eration in BioLo is likely to be double compared to the BioHi case. This difference is
driven by the endogenous demand for electrification in the TIMES–CO–BBE model. In
a scenario with abundance of bioresources (BioHi), biofuels are expected to be the most
cost-efficient solution to decarbonize the industrial heat and transport sectors. Should
feedstock be constrained (BioLo), stringent GHG mitigation can still be achieved by the
increased deployment of low-carbon electricity [24].

Notably the supply potential of biomass resources will likely depend on the capacity
of the land-use sector to curb deforestation, upscale sustainable intensification practices
in agriculture and agroforestry, and deliver sustainable bioenergy crops with net negative
emissions [39,63].

Considering the variability of precipitation patterns, the capacity of hydropower is
projected to expand in all scenarios and remain a major source of electricity. However, the
predominance of hydro in the power mix is expected to decrease, especially in severely
dry trajectories.

In the BioHi case, the retraction of hydropower can be modest because of the low
demand for electricity. The role of fossil power can be overtaken by solar power as a low
cost option and BECCS as a firm source of electricity and negative emissions. Moreover,
the large-scale production of synthetic biofuels in these scenarios can raise the capacity of
biorefineries to inject surplus electricity into the grid by up to 9% of the total electricity
supply. In a dry trajectory, wind power can be a cost-competitive substitute for the expan-
sion of hydropower, especially in the La Guajira region, where the highest wind speeds in
mainland Colombia can be attained.
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Figure 6. Installed power capacity (upper row) and generated electricity (lower row) by 2050 in the
TIMES-CO-BBE model for the low (left) and high (right) cases of biomass availability. Each case is
projected considering baseline, median, and dry scenarios of hydroclimatic variability. A distinction is
made between the use of conventional D12 and alternative V36 time slicing methods. These scenarios
consider a reference technical potential of hydropower (>44 GW including existing capacity).

In the BioLo case, the capacity of hydropower can expand to 67–83% of the technical po-
tential, and yet meet only 40–56% of the soaring demand for electrification. The deployment
of scarce biomass resources in direct power production is likely to be more cost-efficient
than biofuels, which can limit the role of biorefinery surpluses. A large-scale rollout of
solar power is projected to make a cost-competitive contribution to the mix, while the role
of wind power is likely to be more prominent under low precipitation than in baseline
conditions. In a severely dry trajectory, up to 10–16% more power generation capacity than
the corresponding baseline can be required to compensate for the climate-induced loss of
hydropower and supply the same amount of electricity.

Regarding the temporal representation of VRES, the value of using the V36 direct inte-
gration method is tangible in scenarios where the conventional D12 time slicing projected a
penetration of VRES above 30%. The difference is most pronounced in the dry scenarios,
where the competitiveness of VRES against hydropower is likely to be higher than in the
baseline scenarios.

In the most extreme scenarios (BioLo dry), the D12 predicted VRES to substitute
the expansion of hydropower by up to 40% of electricity supply. In contrast, the V36
anticipated the climate-induced reduction of hydropower output to be partially alleviated
by the increased expansion of hydropower capacity. Notably, the optimal solution is
resolved at each time slice. Due to the smoothing effect of VRES patterns in the D12
method, it estimated VRES to meet 16% of the demand in the time slice with the highest
peak. However, when the joint probability of the demand and the supply of VRES is
articulated by the V36 method, the estimated contribution of VRES within the same peak
time slice is reduced to 8%. This supply gap is projected to be compensated for by the
expansion of run of river (ROR) and dam hydropower plants. More details on the capacity
margin for VRES is reported in Supplementary S4.1.

Notably, the hydropower capacity in the scenarios mentioned above is projected to
expand from the current level of approximately 12 GW to 16–37 GW (67–160 TWh). Such a
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magnitude lies within the technical potential of the Colombian hydropower atlas, and the
exploitable potential estimated by Zhou et al. [64] (518 TWh). Based on the atlas, we consid-
ered a total potential (including existing power plants) of 40 GW and 4 GW, for large scale
reservoirs and run of river, respectively [65]. These estimates exclude the potential in the
Amazon region, because it is far from demand centers, infrastructure, and possibly has more
ecological constraints than other regions [65]. In contrast, Arango–Aramburo et al. [15]
assumed a significantly slowed rate of hydropower expansion.

Considering the sensitivity of the BioLo results in a limited potential for hydropower
(<15 GW), a larger distinction is projected between D12 and V36 (Figure 7). Both methods
expected wind power to increasingly replace the expansion of hydropower. Moreover,
natural gas combined cycle power plants with CCS are anticipated to supply 2% and 5%
of the demand in D12 and V36, respectively. While D12 predicted solar power to make a
substantial contribution to the demand (22–24%), the V36 method downsized the feasible
penetration of solar power to 13–15%, because of the enhanced temporal representation of
VRES. Instead, the V36 opted for investment in more energy-efficient demand technologies
to decrease the consumption of electricity, at a higher cost. These findings indicate that the
tighter the constraints on affordable and flexible low carbon alternatives to VRES, which
are hydropower and biomass in this case study, the higher the value of using the direct
integration approach.
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Figure 7. Installed power capacity (upper row) and generated electricity (lower row) by 2050 in the
TIMES-CO-BBE model for the low case of biomass availability, considering scenarios of hydroclimatic
variability and alternative time slicing methods. These scenarios represent a sensitivity case where the
expansion potential of hydropower is constrained (technical potential <15 GW including existing capacity).
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3.2. Mismatch of System Reliability—The Soft–Linking Approach

Figure 8 displays the projected power generation capacity and electricity supply pro-
files by TIMES–CO–BBE (D12 and V36) and the corresponding simulations by PowerPlan
Colombia for the reference hydro inflows and the case of an extreme El Niño drought event.
The focus is on the dry hydroclimatic scenario where the model differences are most visible.
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Figure 8. Installed capacity (upper row) and generated electricity (lower row) by 2050 for low
and high biomass supply potential cases (left and right, respectively) with a focus on the dry
hydroclimatic scenario. These scenarios are projected by TIMES–CO–BBE by using D12 and V36 time
slicing methods (direct integration approach). Via soft–linking and mismatch analysis, each scenario
is simulated by the PowerPlan Colombia model and adjusted towards unified system reliability
target. These simulations are performed for the reference dry climate patterns and a sensitivity case
representing the impact of an extreme El Niño drought event on hydropower inflows.

TIMES–CO–BBE projected 100% renewable electricity from solar, wind, hydro, and
biomass. This represents pathways to the Paris agreement where fossil powered assets
would be eliminated, as discussed by Binsted et al. [66]. However, the soft–linking approach
exposed the inadequacy of the modeled electricity mix to meet the demand.

The roles of hydropower and BECCS are expected to be more flexible in PowerPlan
than in TIMES because of the dynamic dispatch and explicit representation of energy
storage management in PowerPlan at a higher temporal resolution. When considering a
dispatch order of hydropower dams as base load (Figure 8), the corresponding production
of hydropower in PowerPlan Colombia is projected to be higher than in TIMES–CO–BBE,
and that of BECCS is anticipated to be lower. In a sensitivity scenario with a dispatch of
BECCS as the base load, the output of hydropower and BECCS in PowerPlan Colombia is
projected to be similar to that in TIMES–CO–BBE (Supplementary S4.2). In both cases, the
combined output of hydropower and BECCS in PowerPlan is anticipated to be comparable
to that in TIMES.

The mismatch between supply and demand in PowerPlan Colombia can be partly
alleviated by use of existing fossil-fueled capacity. However, this is insufficient to guarantee
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a reliable power supply. Based on the simulation of the BioLo dry capacity mix projected
by TIMES–CO–BBE (D12), the LOLP is estimated at 980 days/10 years (Table 2). The
corresponding LOLP using the V36 method is predicted to be lower (793 days/10 years)
because of the lower penetration of VRES in this scenario.

Table 2. Peak load, reserve factors, system reliability indicators, additional flexible generation
capacity, system cost, and emissions for the dry hydroclimatic scenarios. The definition of key units
is presented in the footnotes of the table.

Scenario Peak Load
(GW)

Reserve Factor a

(—) LOLP a (d/10 y) Add. Cap. b

(GW)
Add. Annual
Cost c (B$/y)

Total Ann. Energy
System Cost c

(B$/y)

Net CO2
Emissions d

(Mt/y)

BioLo Dry D12
(reference case) 41.9 2.25→ 2.63 980→ 2.9 16.00 2.61 51.99 16.6→ 41.0

BioLo Dry V36
(reference case) 41.9 2.12→ 2.50 793→ 2.1 16.00 2.27 51.82 16.6→ 42.4

BioHi Dy D12 (ref.) 23.0 1.98→ 2.24 495→ 2.5 6.00 0.90 39.52 16.6→ 30.3

BioHi Dy V36 (ref.) 23.0 1.94→ 2.17 413→ 2.9 5.25 0.73 39.34 16.6→ 30.2

BioLo Dry D12
(El Niño) 41.9 2.25→ 2.69 1655→ 2.9 18.25 3.92 53.29 16.6→ 41.4

BioLo Dry V36
(El Niño) 41.9 2.12→ 2.56 1545→ 2.9 18.50 3.81 53.36 16.6→ 41.2

BioHi Dy D12
(El Niño) 23.0 1.98→ 2.29 830→ 2.5 7.00 1.43 40.05 16.6→ 30.3

BioHi Dy V36
(El Niño) 23.0 1.94→ 2.23 768→ 2.5 6.75 1.37 39.99 16.6→ 30.0

a Reserve factor (unitless) is the ratio between the installed power capacity and the peak load. LOLP is the loss
of load probability, an indicator for system reliability. The values at the tail of the arrows correspond to the
capacities projected by TIMES–CO–BBE, before accounting for the mismatch in system reliability, whereas those
at the head of the arrows are corrected to maintain an adequate standard for a reliable power supply (≤3 days
per 10 years). b Add. cap. (Gigawatts) refers to the additional flexible power generation capacity required to
close the gap between electricity supply and demand at an hourly resolution. This capacity, based on natural
gas combined cycle power plants, is added in iterations of 250 MW until a LOLP target of ≤3 is reached. c Add.
annual cost (billion US dollars2015 per year) is the additional cost associated with addressing the mismatch in
system reliability. It includes the annualized CAPEX and OPEX of additional flexible generation capacity, and
the net cost of fuel consumption. Note that the net cost of fuel consumption includes fuel savings caused by any
reduction in the use of existing fossil power plants and/or BECCS in PowerPlan Colombia simulation model,
compared to TIMES–CO–BBE long–term planning optimization model. Total ann. energy system cost (billion US
dollars2015 per year) comprises the annual cost of the total energy system as projected by TIMES–CO–BBE and
the additional cost to address the mismatch in the reliability of the power system. The annual cost of the total
energy system, estimated by TIMES–CO–BBE, includes the cost of fuel extraction and net imports, the CAPEX
and OPEX of energy conversion processes (e.g., refineries and power plants), and those of energy conversion
to demand services (e.g., industrial furnaces, vehicle power trains, and space heating/cooling devices). For
more details on the breakdown of the energy system cost, the reader is referred to Younis et al. [24]. d Net CO2
emissions (Mega tons per year) at the tail of the arrow include the net annual emissions of the total energy system
calculated in TIMES–CO–BBE. The corresponding emissions at the head of the arrow include those calculated
in TIMES–CO–BBE amended with the emission flows determined by PowerPlan simulations. The emissions
determined by PowerPlan include the emissions associated with the dispatch of existing and additional fossil
generation capacity, as well as the net change in CO2 capture by the BECCS units incurred by the adjusted dispatch
profile. The emissions target set in TIMES–CO–BBE (16.6 Mt by 2050) corresponds to a reduction of 85% with
respect to the emissions projected in the model for the same year if no mitigation policy is defined. In comparison,
the corresponding emissions in 2015 were estimated at approximately 88 Mt (see Figure 3 in Younis et al. [24]).

To align the power supply in these scenarios to an adequate level of system reliability
(LOLP ≤3 days per 10 years) using flexible natural gas combined cycle power plants, an
additional capacity of 16 GW will be required to close this gap (Figure 8 and Table 2),
which corresponds to 17–18% of the total power capacity projected by TIMES–CO–BBE.
Accordingly, the grid penetration of VRES in D12, which is estimated by TIMES–CO–BBE
at 40%, will be effectively reduced to 32%, and that in V36 will be effectively reduced from
27% to 21%. The corresponding supply of renewable electricity will be effectively reduced
from 100% to 90% and 92% in D12 and V36, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the hourly simulation of the power mix from a sample week with high
mismatch between demand and supply. The yellow areas in the figure show the use of
flexible capacity to close this gap during peak load hours. While an excess supply of solar
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power is occasionally expected, the level of curtailment is projected to be much lower than
peak load shortages. Under this system configuration, flexible generation is anticipated to
play an important role that otherwise cannot be perfectly substituted with energy storage.
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Figure 9. A sample from the hourly simulation of power generation per technology in V36 BioLo Dry
scenario (week 14). Yellow areas show the use of flexible capacity to close the gap between supply
and demand during peak hours. The red line in day two shows an excess of solar power production.

The projected supply of solar and wind power by TIMES–CO–BBE is overestimated by
41% and 10%, respectively, relative to PowerPlan Colombia. The deviation in solar power
can be mainly explained by factors considered in PowerPlan regarding the degeneration
of the efficiency of solar panels, at 1% per year, as well as unplanned outage. These
assumptions aim at improving the realism of the model. Supplementary S4.3 shows
that overriding these assumptions can reduce the solar power generation gap between
TIMES and PowerPlan models to 10%. Under such conditions, the contribution of fossil
power could be reduced from 8–10% to 6%. The impact on the on the additional capacity
requirement is estimated to be marginal.

Apart from climate-induced long-term alterations in mean-state rainfall, the robustness
of the power system in response to extreme El Niño drought anomalies was also simulated
(Figure 8 and Table 2). While the inflows of the simulated ENSO episode are 30% less than
the reference mean-state patterns, the corresponding output of large-scale hydropower is
anticipated to only be reduced by 18–20% because of the capacity of storage reservoirs in
PowerPlan to regulate the inflows. To accommodate the El Niño effect, the dispatch of
BECCS is projected to increase by 38% in D12 and higher (69%) in V36 because of the larger
role of hydropower in V36 and consequently, its higher vulnerability to ENSO anomalies.

Despite the increased dispatch of BECCS, the capacity mix determined considering
reference mean-state inflow patterns (Figure 8, middle bars) will possibly be insufficient
to guarantee a reliable power supply during extreme El Niño drought anomalies. For
an ENSO-proof system operation, the additional flexible capacity is anticipated to be
14–18% higher than the corresponding reference case, and the respective load factor of the
additional capacity is expected to more than double. Under such conditions, the projected
contribution of renewable electricity is further reduced to 85% of the total supply (Figure 8,
right bars).

In the case of BioHi, similar trends are projected. However, their scale is expected to be
smaller because of the relatively low demand for electricity and the higher contribution
of biorefinery surpluses and existing fossil power plants to the mix. The corresponding
additional capacity requirement is estimated at 6.0 GW (13%) and 5.3 GW (12%) in D12 and
V36, respectively. The 100% supply of renewable electricity will be reduced to 91% and 92%
in D12 and V36, respectively. Nevertheless, in the event of El Niño drought, the effective
contribution of renewable power supply to a reliable system can be further reduced to 87%.
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3.3. Implications for the Cost of the Energy System

Figure 10 and Table 2 demonstrate the total annual cost of the energy system as
projected by TIMES–CO–BBE and the additional cost identified by PowerPlan Colombia as
necessary to guarantee a reliable power system.
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Figure 10. Annual energy system cost for midcentury scenarios in B$/y (note the scale), including
the total energy system cost estimated by the TIMES–CO–BBE model and the additional cost to
guarantee a reliable power supply, calculated based on the PowerPlan Colombia model. Additional
cost includes capital and operational cost of flexible power generation capacity, as well as cost of fuel
for the additional capacity, existing fossil fuel power plants, and net change in biomass consumption.

The baseline system cost determined by TIMES–CO–BBE in the BioLo case is estimated
to be higher by 27–28% (10–11 B$/y) than the corresponding scenarios in the BioHi case.
This difference can be largely explained by the higher investment in powertrains for electric
vehicles (at the expense of internal combustion engines running on synthetic biofuels),
the cost of import of base chemicals (as opposed to domestic production of bio–based
alternatives), and other costs in the energy conversion supply chain [24].

Regarding the impact of hydroclimatic variability, the energy system cost in a severely
dry climate is likely to be 2% higher than that in the baseline hydroclimatic conditions in
the BioLo case. This additional cost can be less in the BioHi case (1%) because of the lower
reliance on hydropower and lower electricity demand.

When considering the implications for securing a reliable power system, the associated
cost in the BioLo dry case is estimated to be 2.6 and 2.3 B$/y using D12 and V36 methods,
respectively (Figure 10 and Table 2). That is, the projected energy system cost by TIMES–CO–
BBE (D12) is underestimated by 5%, whereas the alternative V36 method can marginally
reduce this gap to 4%. Logically, such a gap is expected to be less in the BioHi case (<1 B$/y
or 2%) because of the lower requirement for reliability measures.

When examining the cost structure of these measures, the highest cost is expected to
be the annualized CAPEX of flexible power generation capacity, followed by the cost of fuel.
Notably, the reduced use of BECCS power plants as projected by PowerPlan Colombia can
result in fuel savings compared to TIMES–CO–BBE. In some BioHi scenarios, the net savings
in biomass consumption can be high enough to negate the cost of fossil fuels required to
run the flexible generation capacity.
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3.4. Implications for the Emissions of the Energy System

Figure 11 illustrates the mid-century CO2 balance of the energy system by 2050 as
determined by TIMES–CO–BBE vis-à-vis the outcome of the mismatch analysis.
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projected by PowerPlan Colombia.

An emissions target of 17 Mt/y by 2050 is set in TIMES–CO–BBE as an extrapolation
of the Colombian NDC for 2030, inspired by projected RCP trends for Latin America [67].
This target corresponds to 85% emissions reduction with respect to the baseline emissions
projected by TIMES–CO–BBE for the same year in the absence of an emissions mitigation
policy. In contrast, the corresponding emissions in 2015 were estimated at approximately
88 Mt [68].

In BioLo dry, limited biomass resources are expected to be concentrated in BECCS
power plants, capturing up to 29 Mt CO2 per year. Conversely, in BioHi dry, the deployment
of BECCS technologies is anticipated to include both power and advanced gasification
biofuels. The corresponding CO2 capture can reach 38 Mt/y, which can allow more positive
emissions elsewhere in the energy system (the industry and built environment) [24].

Nevertheless, the mismatch analysis revealed that the emissions reduction pathway of
85% by 2050 in TIMES–CO–BBE will be effectively reduced to 62% and 72% in the BioLo
and BioHi cases, respectively, should the power system reliability standard be considered.
This disparity is because the soft-linking approach anticipated an increased use of fossil
power plants, resulting in more positive emissions, and a decreased use of BECCS power
plants, resulting in less negative emissions.

The increase in emissions is projected to be higher in BioLo than in BioHi because of
the lower use of fossil capacity in BioHi. Moreover, much of the CO2 capture through
BECCS in BioHi is expected to be from liquid biofuel production, which is less sensitive
to the balancing of the power grid. The net emissions balance would be lower if BECCS
power plants are dispatched as a base load, however, this would reflect on the increased
consumption of biomass resources and incur higher energy system cost.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The energy mixes projected by the modeling framework resemble those depicted
in other mid-century decarbonization studies of the Colombian energy systems, such as
Delgado et al. [18] using the GCAM model and Arango–Aramburo et al. [15] using a multi–
model comparison, particularly their TIAM–ECN model, which has a similar architecture to
TIMES–CO–BBE. The main overlaps include the declining role of hydropower, a substantial
penetration of VRES, and the contribution of BECCS (and fossil CCS in scenarios with
limited expansion potential for hydropower). Like Delgado et al. [18], the results pre-
sented here emphasized the relevance of sustainable agricultural intensification for biomass
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production, the importance of electrification and advanced biofuels in decarbonizing the
transport sector, and the potential of the power sector as a net sink of CO2.

In contrast to Younis et al. [24] and the abovementioned studies, the challenges to
the short-term operational flexibility of the power system were scrutinized. For the near
future (2030), IRENA [30] and Pupo–Roncallo et al. [29] anticipated these challenges to be
mild, even during El Niño droughts. However, the results of the present study suggest that
these challenges are likely to be severe in the longer-term (given a deep decarbonization
pathway), limiting the feasible penetration of VRES to 32%. Dealing with them can incur
an additional overhead of 12–17% investment in flexible generation capacity, 2–5% of the
annual energy system cost, and a 15–27% shortfall in achieving the aspired GHG mitigation
target, with possible trade-offs between reducing cost and emissions. These figures are
likely to be exacerbated in the event of extreme El Niño anomalies.

The estimates of the mismatch capacity are higher than the range projected by Lap et al. [31]
for Brazil (11–17% of the total capacity requirement, as opposed to 3–14%). The difference
can possibly be explained by the lower penetration of solar PV and wind power in the
Brazilian case (<25% of electricity supply, mostly wind). In contrast, Lap et al. [31] projected
a large role for concentrated solar power with thermal energy storage as a relatively steady
source of low carbon power. Another explanation, which highlights a limitation in the
present analysis, is the absence of demand response measures from the scope of this analysis,
particularly in scenarios with a large rollout of battery electric vehicles. When comparing
alternative charging behaviors, Lap et al. [31] found that smart charging could considerably
decrease the need for additional capacity requirement by shifting the charging time to
off-peak hours. Note that the power mixes projected by TIMES-CO-BBE corresponded to
large expansion of low carbon flexible generation capacities, namely from hydropower
reservoir and BIGCC-CCS, where the reserve factor ranged between 2.2–2.7 (see Table 2).
Under such conditions, the curtailment of VRES power was too low to consider energy
storage as a balancing option in PowerPlan (below 300 GWh per year). Future research can
consider modeling more balancing options, for example, pumped hydro storage [69], and
demand side management.

In relation to the impact of climate change, the scope of the present study was limited
to hydropower because of its critical role in the case of Colombia. Therefore, the potential
impact on the supply of other renewable energy sources and the demand for cooling
and heating were neglected. Conclusions about these impacts have been mixed and
uncertain across regions [70]. Relevant impacts to Colombia include the likelihood of
increased demand for cooling in Latin America [70] and a modest change in the solar
energy potential in most tropical areas [71]. Quantifying the climate impacts on bioenergy
potential remains complex because of its overlap with uncertain factors such as future
land and water availability [70]. Here, it is argued that the uncertainty of biomass supply
potential has been sufficiently covered in the present analysis by considering a wide range
of land availability for biomass.

When reflecting on the modeling framework, the direct integration method (V36 versus
D12) could consistently reduce the ESOM’s overestimation of the feasible penetration of
VRES and the underestimation of the system cost. This was verified by simulating different
scenarios at an hourly resolution. Despite the marginal difference in the system cost
between D12 and V36, it can translate into several billions of US dollars in annual savings.
As highlighted by Poncelet et al. [55], the limited capacity of this method to address the
short-term operation and flexibility requirement of the power system is recognized. In this
regard, combining this method with soft-linking has been shown to be complementary and
outperformed the use of either of the two methods individually.

In conclusion, this study presented a combined approach for two state-of-the-art
methods that capture the techno-economic challenges of the large-scale integration of
intermittent renewable energy sources in long-term planning energy system optimization
models. This approach was used to analyze trajectories towards the deep decarbonization of
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the Colombian energy system by mid-century, subject to future uncertainty of hydroclimatic
conditions and the development of the bioeconomy.

The direct integration method, based on approximating the joint probability distri-
bution of load and supply from intermittent renewable energy sources, could capture the
limitation of these sources at a grid penetration >30%, especially under the high limitation
of alternative flexible low carbon energy sources. However, the loss of chronology in this
method inhibits it from assessing the value of flexibility options and the reliable operation
of the power system in the short-term.

This limitation can be effectively addressed by soft-linking the improved energy
system model with a power system simulation model. The power system simulation
model can quantify the need for flexibility options and their implications for the cost and
emissions of the energy system. Combining both methods can yield closer results to the
global optimum solution than either of them individually, as confirmed by simulation at an
hourly resolution.
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